
Parents Meeting 

Reading and Phonics

Welcome to Fitzwilliam Primary School



Letters and sounds



Letters and sounds sessions

National expectations are that children will:

Know the 44 graphemes required

Be able to apply this to their reading and 

writing, including reading and writing words of 

more than three sound buttons

Spell the words I, the, to, no, go, into

Read the words he, she, we, me, be, was, you, 

they, all, are, my, her

Know the names of the letters, not just the 

sounds they make.



Letters and sounds sessions

We try and deliver these objectives 

in a fun and engaging way, while 

making sure the children read and 

write in every session, building up 

and applying their skills over time.

Sessions take place every day.

Sessions last for no longer than 20 

minutes.



Letters and sounds sessions

Four main parts to each session:

Reviewing previous words and graphemes 

taught

Teaching of a new word and a new grapheme

Practicing reading and writing words with the 

new grapheme in

Applying the new word, and words with the 

new grapheme in, to reading and writing 

sentences.



Letters and sounds sessions

Let’s have  a try!



Letters and sounds sessions

What you can do to help your child at home:

Help them learn the graphemes and tricky 

words:  Weekly literacy homework is 

designed to support this.  Assessments are 

carried out at the end of each term so the 

homework is matched to the next steps in 

learning.  This may include going back over 

learning the children are not secure in.

Oral blending and segmenting games

Practice reading and writing words and 

sentences



Reading



Reading

Reading follows on from the skills the 

children are learning in their phonics sessions

Children will read twice a week with an 

adult in school:

Once in a group guided reading session

Once individually with an adult

We also have a shared reading session each 

day

At the end of every day children are read a 

story.



Reading systems in school

Children have two books to take home:  A 

familiar book to increase confidence and 

discussion, and a newer book.

Children can change their book as often as 

they like, as long as a comment has been 

made in the reading record by an adult.

Books are matched to the children’s 

learning and skills in letters and sounds 

sessions



Reading systems in school

Books are arranged into bands.  Children 

will change books regularly, but will only 

change bands when they are ready.

Some books may appear ‘too easy’.  This is 

to increase confidence and foster a love of 

reading.

Children have a library book to take home 

to share.  This is changed every Friday

Bug club is also available



Reading strategies



Reading:  Beyond letters and sounds

Besides reading to decode sentences other skills are 
important too:

 Retelling the story or the facts in the book 
without reading the text, to deepen 
understanding.

 Answering questions about what has been read 
(e.g. why did this happen?  How did the 
character/s feel?  What might happen next?  
What might happen after the end of the story?)

 Looking closely at the pictures to enhance the 
story after reading the text.  What extra 
information do the pictures tell us?  How does 
our understanding of the picture change our 
understanding of the story?



Reading:  Beyond letters and sounds

Besides reading to decode sentences other skills 

are important too:

What new words have we learnt from the book?  

This could be words written in the book (e.g. 

‘Kipper was miserable’ – What does miserable 

mean?) or words about the story (e.g. Floppy 

thinks the rope will break, he looks nervous.  

What does nervous mean?).

 Finding information from the text.  E.g. where 

in the story does it tell us how Kipper was 

feeling?  Can you point to the word that tells us? 



Reading

What you can do to help your child at home:

Read every day – just for 2-5 minutes

Encourage your child to apply phonic skills 

and use the text to work out words where 

possible.

Practice tricky words in the book

Model good reading to your child

Talk about the book with your child to 

develop other reading skills



Thank you for your support!

If you have questions please 
do not hesitate to ask.

Many thanks for your time!


